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Wonderful Embroidery
Welcome! The world of hand embroidery is a wonderful place. My name is Jenny 
Hart and I have been embroidering almost every day, nearly every free minute and 
through every stressful life event since 2001. When I first decided to try embroi-
dery, I found an undiscovered passion. Then, I wanted everyone else to try embroi-
dery, too. 

I have been teaching embroidery since 2002 - to both beginners and life-long 
stitchers. I have taught in intimate class settings, in architecturally important 
homes and over a microphone at conventions. I have thought a lot about embroi-
dery for my personal artwork and growing my business, but most of all: I have 
thought about how to teach embroidery so it makes sense and is fun.

Embroidery is a deep artform that can be whatever you make of it. Here are three 
simple stitches that are very unique from one another. If you learn only these 
stitches, you can stitch happily for the rest of your life! But I bet three won't be 
enough. Like me, you will probably become curious to learn more.
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LET’S STITCH THIS THING
Most embroidery floss is made up of six, tiny strands. For finer detail, you can pull 
the strands apart. Often, I stitch with all six strands because I like a thicker style, 
but how many strands you stitch with depends on the project and you!

Cut a length of floss about thirteen 
inches long (or, the length from your 
thumb and forefinger to your elbow). As a 
beginner, it's perfectly fine to make a 
single knot at the end (I still do). We can 
worry about perfect backsides later. 

Thread the needle with the knotless 
end, pulling enough floss through the 
eye to leave a little tail. Pinch the eye of 
the needle where the floss passes 
through to prevent the floss from 
sliding out of the needle as you work. 

Putting fabric on a hoop
An embroidery hoop is really two hoops. Separate the hoops, and lay your fabric 
across the non-adjustable one so that the pattern will be visible inside the hoop 
area. (It’s okay if you can’t fit the entire pattern within the hoop.) Loosen the screw 
on the adjustable hoop, and press it over your fabric and the backing hoop like a 
drumhead. Pull your fabric taut, tighten the screw a little, stretch the fabric some 
more if needed, until you have a smooth surface to stitch. Then tighten the screw to 
keep your fabric in place. An ideal stitching surface will be smooth and stable. 
When you're done stitching for the day, loosen the hoop to avoid ring-around-the-
pattern!

When placing the adjustable hoop in front, 

position the screw at twelve o’clock so it won’t 

catch your floss as you stitch. TIP 



three simple STITCHES
These three simple stitches are very different from each other and will take you far! 
You can complete any Sublime Stitching project using only one of these stitches. If 
you add more stitches to your repertoire, you'll have more textures to play with. For 
now, try these three to see how they look to you! One may emerge as your favorite, 
another, maybe not-so-favorite. By learning these three stitches, right away you 
have choices to use when embroidering. Don’t be scared, I’ll be right here...

You will always begin by first bringing your needle up through the fabric from behind 
your hoop, called ”exiting”. Then, you'll return your needle down through the front of 
your fabric, called “entering”. These diagrams are shown working from right to left, 
but you can work in whatever direction feels best. 

Don't freak out. We'll go slowly. “1” indicates where the needle first comes up, or 
exits the fabric, “2” where it is brought down again through the front, and so on. 
Got it? (You've got it.) 

Split Stitch:
Make a small stitch (1-2) about the length of a long grain of rice. Now, when you 
bring your needle up again, bring it through the center of the previous stitch (3), 
splitting it in the middle(ish). 

Return your needle through the fabric (4), making another stitch about the same 
length as the first. Again, bring your needle up through this new stitch, and continue 
with the next one. That’s it! Super easy. Split stitch has a nice texture and looks like 
a fine braid. Don’t worry about perfectly dividing the strands, just play around with 
it and see how it feels and looks to you. (This is the very first stitch I learned.)
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Stem stitch:
Work this almost like the split stitch. The difference? Instead of splitting the previ-
ous stitch, bring your needle up beside it (3). Repeat with your following stitches, 
always exiting at the same side as the last stitch (you can choose which side that 
will be). This stitch is great for curvy lines like vines and plant stems. Maybe that’s 
why it’s called a stem stitch? Ya think? I also like it for hair and fur. (If you think 
your stem stitches look weird or chunky, try making them longer.)

Back stitch:
This is a must-know stitch. Make a single, straight stitch (1-2). Now come up a 
space ahead (3) on your pattern line, and bring your needle back down into the 
same hole at the end of the last stitch you made. Get it? With each new stitch, 
you'll bring your needle back to the end of the last one. So handy to make a clean 
line or crisp corner! Call upon this stitch whenever your pattern makes a sharp turn. 

Trouble with split or stem stitch? Work it as a back 

stitch! (Huh?) When you return your needle, split the 

stitch from the front as you enter (split stitch). Or, 
return your needle to the side for a stem stitch! 

 TIP 
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HERE WE GO, BIG FINISH!
Eventually, you’ll come to the end of your floss while stitching. Instead of telling you 
fancy finishing tricks at this stage, I’m just gonna say: make a knot. Although it 
draws much scorn and derision from some, I’m not one of them. If you want a 
cleaner finish, you can leave a tail and weave it along the backside of your stitches. 
Oh! But there is one little trick: you know how hard it is to get your knot to tighten 
up against the fabric? Try this: Tie a loose knot, and position your needle through 
the opening without tightening it. Place the point of your needle against the fabric 
where you want the knot to be. NOW pull your knot tight. Ta daa! As it closes, the 
knot will slide down the shaft of the needle, landing right where you need it. 

Now do you recognize these stitches? See if you can spot the split stitch, stem stitch 
and back stitch! (There's a key on my website if you look up "Folk Foxes Pillow Kit".)



Jenny Hart launched Sublime Stitching in 2001, introducing contemporary embroi-
dery design and resources to a long-slumbering needlework industry. Through her 
unique approach to hand embroidery, Jenny has become an internationally recog-
nized fine artist, educator and designer. 

Her artwork has appeared in Vogue, Rolling Stone, Nylon, Spin, The Face, Juxtapoz, 

The New York Times Magazine and others. As an illustrator, Jenny’s commissions 
have included work for MTV, The Washington Post Magazine, ESPN, Penguin 

Books, and others. She is an award-winning author of multiple titles for Chronicle 
Books including Embroidered Effects. 

She has designed embroidery patterns in collaboration with the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, and her work is in the permanent collection of the Smithsonian 
American Art Museum, Renwick Gallery. 

To see more of Jenny’s work, visit jennyhart.net

About Jenny Hart

I hope you enjoy embroidery as much as I do! Since 2001, I have been working 
every day to create new things for you. I am always striving to make our tutorials 
more clear, our tools more innovative and our patterns more inspiring. It is truly a 
labor of love, and your participation makes all the difference! So...what's next?

Tutorials • When you're ready to expand on these three simple stitches, check out 
my tutorials for the Fool-Proof French Knot and the Easiest Chain Stitch!

Newsletter • It's the way to get free patterns, new embroidery tutorials, info about 
my workshops, super sales and our latest releases! It's usually full of bad jokes, 
good ideas and behind-the-scenes fun at Sublime Stitching. 

Follow Us! • Instagram @sublimestitching, Twitter @sublimestitch & on Facebook!  

Sublime Stitching Shop • At our online store (and your corner craft shop), we have 
it all. Peruse our exclusive iron-on transfer patterns, pre-printed textiles, Sublime 
Floss color palettes and innovative tools (like my Fine-Tip Transfer Pen). New things 
for embroidery are always in the making!

Visit SublimeStitching.com
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